Final Score: CWRU 23, Defiance 20

174 – Shannon Legge (DC) dec. over Aidan McCooey (CWRU), 2-0 3-0 DC
184 – Hunter Mcnutt (DC) dec. over. Brian Kent (CWRU), 9-7 6-0 DC
197 – Gavin Dersh-Fisher (CWRU) dec. over Mason Morris (DC), 8-2 6-3 DC
285 – Brian McNamara (CWRU) wins by forfeit over DC 9-6 CWRU
125 – Rosendo Beltran (DC) tech. fall over Adam Kates (CWRU), 15-0 11-9 DC
133 – Jacob Frisch (CWRU) dec. over Seth Beard (DC), 5-3 12-11 CWRU
141 – Andrew Hoover (CWRU) pin over Alex Smith (DC), 1:08 18-11 CWRU
   *CWRU lost team point 17-11 CWRU
149 – Cortez Bradley (DC) pin over Brandon Barton (CWRU), 2:52 17-17
157 – Devonte Gaskill (DC) dec. over Jack Chipps (CWRU), 8-3 20-17 DC
165 – Isaac Collier (CWRU) pin over Tyler Houston (DC), 4:05 23-20 CWRU

Team Records

CWRU: 1-3
Defiance: 1-4